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I Heart Narwhals

Jessie Eckel

Dive below the waves and meet the
enchanting “unicorns of the sea”—and color the
pages of this magical book.   Go on a delightful
adventure in an undersea world brimming with
adorable narwhals and their companions. Children
and adults alike can color one of the ocean’s most
mysterious animals and bring these legendary
creatures, with their sword-like tusks, to life. Part of
the popular I Heart Coloring series, this book is the
perfect purchase for any narwhal lover and is sure to
be a whaley good gift.Sterling Children's Books
128 pages

9781454932567
Hardcover | $17.50
Juvenile Fiction

Mar 19, 2019

Sam Wu Is Not Afraid of Sharks
Sam Wu Is Not Afraid #2
Katie Tsang, Kevin Tsang, Nathan Reed

After the ghosts . . . come the sharks!  Sam Wu is
not afraid of sharks. Except . . . he is. Can Sam conquer his
fear before he misses out on his friends’ beach party fun?  
On a class trip to the aquarium, certified ghost hunter Sam
Wu encounters something even scarier than ghosts: Crazy
Charlie, a giant shark, who TOTALLY tries to eat him. Sam
has no intentions of taking any more chances with these
people-eating creatures. But then his classmates Regina
and Ralph announce they’re having a birthday bash . . . on
the BEACH! Can Sam overcome his terror of becoming
shark bait? This second book in the Sam Wu series is a
funny, touching, and charming story of finding your courage
when the moment comes—because bravery is something
you have to prove again and again.

Sterling Children's Books
240 pages

9781454932994
Paperback | $10.95

Juvenile Fiction
Mar 5, 2019

Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus
Life of a Cactus #1
Dusti Bowling

“Aven is a perky, hilarious, and inspiring
protagonist whose attitude and humor will linger even after
the last page has turned.” —School Library Journal (Starred
review)The paperback edition of the bestselling middle
grade novel about a spunky girl born without arms and a
boy with Tourette syndrome navigating the challenges of
middle school, disability, and friendship—all while solving a
mystery in a western theme park.   Aven Green loves to tell
people that she lost her arms in an alligator wrestling match,
or a wildfire in Tanzania, but the truth is she was born
without them. And when her parents take a job running
Stagecoach Pass, a rundown western theme park in
Arizona, Aven moves with them across the country knowing
that she’ll have to answer the question over and over again.
  Her new life takes an unexpected turn when she bonds
with Connor, a classmate who also feels isolated because
of his own disability, and they discover a room at
Stagecoach Pass that holds bigger secrets than Aven ever
could have imagined. It’s hard to solve a mystery, help a
friend, and face your worst fears. But Aven’s about to
discover she can do it all . . . even without arms.Autumn
2017 Kids’ Indie Next Pick Junior Library Guild Selection
Library of Congress's 52 Great Reads List 2018  

Sterling Children's Books
288 pages

9781454931072
Paperback | $9.50
Juvenile Fiction

Apr 9, 2019

Drew Pendous and the Camp Color War (Drew Pendous
#1)
Drew Pendous #1
Cool School

It’s camp color war—but Grace Cale is sabotaging
the games by stealing all the color! Can Drew find a way to
stop her?The Cool School YouTube channel is a sensation,
with more than one million subscribers! It’s Camp Cool
School vs. Camp Cruel School in color war. Let the games
begin! Even though Cruel School students love to cheat, it
looks like Team Cool will rule the day . . . until Grace Cale
arrives determined to suck all the colors out of the world.
Can Drew use teamwork—and his drawing skills—to stop
her evil plot? This very young graphic novel is lots of fun! 
Sterling Children's Books
96 pages

9781454931096
Paperback | $9.50
Juvenile Fiction

Apr 9, 2019

Drew Pendous Travels to Ancient Egypt (Drew Pendous
#2)
Drew Pendous #2
Cool School

Join Stupendous Drew Pendous on an adventure
back in time, where he must stop Ray Blank from erasing
history!The Cool School YouTube channel is a sensation,
with more than one million subscribers! When the Cool
School takes a field trip to the art museum, they notice
something strange: the Sphinx is missing his nose! Drew
Pendous uses his Mighty Pen Ultimate to sketch a time
machine, and he and Ella travel back to ancient Egypt to
investigate. It turns out Drew’s evil twin Ray Blank has
rewritten history by erasing the nose! Can Drew and Ella
stop Ray and set the timeline straight? This very young
graphic novel is lots of fun!
Sterling Children's Books
96 pages

9781454931065
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

Jun 4, 2019

Bad Order

B B Ullman

A Wrinkle in Time meets Stranger Things in an
out-of-this-world fast-paced middle grade story about a
sister and her special little brother fighting to save the world
from an interdimensional catastrophe.   Mary Day’s life has
always been different, because her little brother, Albie, is
different. He doesn’t speak, but he can communicate with
Mary via mental telepathy, sending her—and her alone
—“mind memos.” To Albie, Mary is Pearl, the person he
holds most precious. Then, one snowy day, Albie transmits
an alarming two-word message: Bad order. Soon after,
Mary and her best friend, Brit, discover a mysterious red
mist in the woods that seems to draw them in . . . and turn
all their feelings negative. A visit from three extraterrestrials
(hilariously trying to pass as human) reveals the truth:
there’s a disastrous leak in the dimensional universe—and if
Albie can’t repair it, angry, evil thoughts will overtake the
entire population. Can Mary, Brit, Brit’s brother Lars, and
Albie save the world? And will Mary finally realize that she,
like Albie, has something special inside herself?

Sterling Children's Books
224 pages

9781454929215
Paperback | $9.50
Juvenile Fiction

Jul 2, 2019

I Was an Outer-Space Chicken (Alien Math Book 1)
Alien Math #1
David LaRochelle, Mike Gorman

Math meets sci-fi in this clever chapter book about
two numbers-loving friends and their alien adventures. The
first in a new series!   Best friends Lamar and Lexie love
math—and, in this first book in the Alien Math series, their
skills come in handy when they’re abducted by an
extraterrestrial named Fooz. Fooz, unfamiliar with Earth life,
mistakes the children for chickens . . . until Lamar and Lexie
prove they’re human by solving a tricky math problem. Fooz
agrees to take them home, but on a side trip to a nearby
planet to refuel, the two are captured by lumfurs, creatures
that resemble Bigfoot. In order to escape and return to
Fooz’s ship and subsequently Earth, Lamar and Lexie must
solve problems that require finding patterns, making
estimates, and deciphering codes. Can the children pass
the test and get home again?

Sterling Children's Books
96 pages

9781454929222
Paperback | $9.50
Juvenile Fiction

Oct 8, 2019

Planet of the Penguins (Alien Math Book 2)
Alien Math #2
David LaRochelle, Mike Gorman

Math meets sci-fi in this clever chapter book—the
second in a new series—about two numbers-loving friends
and their alien adventures.   Lamar and Lexie head off on
another math-related adventure to help their new space
alien friend, Fooz! It seems Fooz's planet has been overrun
with penguins—and the inhabitants are terrified of these
adorable creatures. In fact, they’re so frightened they turn to
stone whenever they see even the tiniest baby penguin. To
rescue Fooz and his fellow aliens, Lexie and Lamar must
solve a series of equations, including reading map
coordinates, determining area, interpreting Roman
numerals, and understanding percentages. Can they do it
all and save the day?

Sterling Children's Books
96 pages
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Hardcover | $22.95
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Mar 5, 2019

Just Read!

Lori Degman, Victoria Tentler-Krylov

These kids all love to read—alone or
together, on a bus or in a parade. And every time
they open a book, they open up a whole new world,
too! “A delightful tribute to reading anything and
everything all the time. . . . There’s something for
everyone.” —Booklist“A chipper, colorful celebration
of the limitless possibilities for what, where, and
when one can read.” —Publishers Weekly   Learning
to read is a big accomplishment, and this exuberant
picture book celebrates reading in its many forms. In
lively rhyme, it follows a diverse group of word-loving
children who grab the opportunity to read wherever
and whenever they can. They read while waiting and
while sliding or swinging; they read music and in
Braille and the signs on the road. And, sometimes,
they even read together, in a special fort they’ve
built. The colorful, fanciful art and rollicking text will
get every child more excited about reading!

Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781454926207
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

Mar 5, 2019

Some Days

Karen Kaufman Orloff, Ziyue Chen

“Some days are chocolate pudding pie
days.   Kites up in the sky days.  Jumping super high
days.”  This rhyming picture book—from the author
of the bestselling I Wanna Iguana series and Miles
of Smiles—is a moving, powerful, delightful
exploration of a child’s shifting feelings.  Come along
and follow a year in the life of a young boy and girl
as they discover their many different and ever-
changing emotions, including joy, fear, anger,
jealousy, excitement, pride, disappointment,
loneliness, and contentment. As children read about
“angels in the snow days” as well as “need my
mommy now days,” they’ll begin to understand how
to cope with both positive and negative feelings.

Sterling Children's Books
40 pages

9781454934189
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

Feb 5, 2019

Ballet Bunnies

Lucy Freegard

At home, Betty loves to dance—but in ballet
class, her confidence disappears. Can she learn to have
fun, believe in herself, and not worry about making
mistakes? A beautifully illustrated picture book about
mastering something new and enjoying it too!   Betty
dreams of becoming a great dancer and performing
onstage. At home, she’s unstoppable, happily twirling,
darting, and pirouetting through every room. But, in ballet
class, everything changes: Betty suddenly feels clumsy,
self-conscious, and frightened of forgetting the steps. Can
she find her poise and balance in time for the big end-of-
year recital? Every kid will shout BRAVO for this adorable
little ballerina bunny!

Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781454922339
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

Feb 5, 2019

This Is NOT a Dragon Party

Mike Flaherty, Maxime Lebrun

You’re invited to the most amazing birthday
bash, complete with dragons, knights, and ogres! Think it
sounds awesome? It IS!   What happens when your
birthday celebration turns wild with a crazy dragon pool
party, a raucous all-knight karaoke festival, AND a tea and
crumpets rumpus with ogres? You may think that’s fun, but
the birthday girl definitely does NOT—until she chases
away all the unruly guests and realizes that everything is .
. . absolutely, totally boring. Can she find a way to bring
back her new friends, get the party started again, and
save her birthday? This antic picture book is pure,
unbridled joy.
Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781912537754
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

Feb 5, 2019

Tooth Monsters

Jessica Martinello, Gregoire Mabire

A little girl thinks brushing her teeth is SO boring
. . . until she meets a monster who changes her mind.
This funny, simple story teaches kids an important lesson
in the most delightful way.   “I hated brushing my teeth!”
That’s what a little girl says, and she refuses to do it. And
she won’t go to the dentist, either, because dentists are
monsters! But one day a real monster turns up in her
bathroom. Instead of being scary, though, he helps her
understand that dentists are really superheroes and
brushing your teeth is important—so important that even
he and the other monsters do it! With humor, imagination,
and charming illustrations, this quirky picture book
introduces kids to good dental hygiene.

Salariya
32 pages

9781454923817
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

Mar 5, 2019

When Grandma Gives You a Lemon Tree

Jamie L B Deenihan, Lorraine Rocha

When Grandma gives you a lemon tree,
definitely don’t make a face! Care for the tree, and you
might be surprised at how new things, and new ideas,
bloom. “Charms from cover to cover.” —Kirkus (Starred
review)  “When life gives you lemons, make lemonade.” In
this imaginative take on that popular saying, a child is
surprised (and disappointed) to receive a lemon tree from
Grandma for her birthday. After all, she DID ask for a new
gadget! But when she follows the narrator’s careful—and
funny—instructions, she discovers that the tree might be
exactly what she wanted after all. This clever story,
complete with a recipe for lemonade, celebrates the
pleasures of patience, hard work, nature, community . . .
and putting down the electronic devices just for a while.

Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781454932130
Hardcover | $22.95

Juvenile Nonfiction
Mar 5, 2019

What Do You Celebrate? : Holidays and Festivals
Around the World

Whitney Stewart, Christiane Engel

Holidays are FUN—and this entertaining
nonfiction picture book introduces kids to 14
celebrations from around the world!   Across the
globe, every country has its special holidays. From
Brazilian carnival and Chinese New Year to France’s
Bastille Day and our very own Fourth of July, What
Do You Celebrate? presents 14 special occasions
where people dance, dress up, eat yummy foods,
and enjoy other fun traditions that have been
passed down from generation to generation. Kids
can travel the globe and learn about Fastelavn,
Purim, the Cherry Blossom Festival, Holi, Eid al-Fitr,
Halloween, Day of the Dead, Guy Fawkes Day, the
German Lantern Festival, and more. Each spread
showcases a different holiday, offering background
and cultural context, vocabulary words, photographs,
and instructions for festive projects.

Sterling Children's Books
40 pages

9781454922537
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

Mar 5, 2019

Holy Squawkamole!: Little Red Hen Makes Guacamole

Susan Wood, Laura Gonzalez

This tasty takeonthe classic Little Red Hen story
has a deliciously spicy twist!   Yum, guacamole! That’s
what Little Red Hen craves, and she could use some help
gathering and mashing the ingredients. So she asks her
friends, including an armadillo, snake, and iguana, to lend
a hand. Every one just says “no.” But after Little Red Hen
works hard to make the scrumptious fresh guac, all the
animals want a taste. In a fun departure from the original
tale, Little Red Hen cooks up a comeuppance for the
slackers that they’ll never forget!
Sterling Children's Books
40 pages

Canadian Manda Group Page 2
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Apr 2, 2019

Boom! Boom! Boom!

Przemystaw Wechterowicz, Marianna Oklejak

Take a rhythmic musical journey round the world with
this fun rhyming picture book!   “Two gorillas and
their chum. At the sound the people come. BOOM!
BOOM! BOOM!” As the trio dances to the music of
the drums, moving and grooving through the jungle
and into the city, they’re joined by a host of other
animals and people who can’t resist the infectious
rhythm. The delightful rhymes and lively, colorful
pictures will soon have kids jumping in, too!

Salariya
32 pages

9781454934202
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

Mar 5, 2019

Just Like Mommy

Lucy Freegard

Who wouldn’t want to be just like Mommy, when she’s so
wonderful? This delightfully illustrated picture book follows
a child’s love for their mother.   Mommy’s smart and
creative, practical and imaginative—and she always finds a
reason to be playful and laugh! She knows all about the
stars in the sky, how to grow her own food, and make
music. Whether the day is fantastic or frustrating, mom can
turn disaster into joy, and tears into laughter. This
celebration of moms is beautiful, funny, and touching.  

Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781454934196
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

Apr 9, 2019

Just Like Daddy

Lucy Freegard

Who wouldn’t want to be just like Daddy, when
he’s so wonderful? This delightfully illustrated picture book
follows a child’s love for their father.   Daddy is strong and
silly, kind and practical—and he knows how to have fun,
too! Even if he messes up, it’s never a big deal. Plus, he
handles the scariest of monsters (well, spiders at least),
keeps his eyes open on the roller coaster (most of the
time), and puts on silly voices when he reads a bedtime
story. This heartwarming picture book shows why Daddy is
the BEST.
Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781454929000
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

Mar 12, 2019

A Little Chicken

Tammi Sauer, Dan Taylor

Dot is a little chicken, who is, let’s face it, a
little chicken. Can she find a way to pluck up her
courage? “A gently humorous take on conquering
fear that's also a fine read-aloud.” —Kirkus  Dot is
scared of lots of things: wolves, bears, the occasional
lawn ornament. But when one of her mother’s eggs
rolls out of the nest, this nervous chick must find the
courage to save the day—and her new sibling! So
she bravely ventures down the steep hill, into the
deep pond, and into the dark woods. Perfect for any
kid who needs a little encouragement to face the
challenging world, this story proves that sometimes a
big hero is just a little chicken.

Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781910716366
Hardcover | $24.50
Juvenile Fiction

Jun 4, 2019

Plinka Plinka Shake Shake
All About Sounds
Emma Garcia

Maracas shake, cymbals crash, and bongos “pata-
pata.” Kids will love opening this music box of a book
and making a joyful noise!   Ting ting, boom boom, and
a kazoo that goes WHA WOO! Look what’s in the
music box: lots of instruments to bang, beat, and
pluck. Can we play a tune? Every child will want to join
this fun rhythm band.

Boxer Books
32 pages

9781454923565
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

Apr 2, 2019

Bug

Robin Koontz, Amy Proud

When a bug-crazy girl needs to ace a big
math test, she finds a clever way to solve her
problems, 100%.   Bug is the nickname-that-stuck for
a quirky little girl who‘s mad about insects and
drawing . . . and hates arithmetic. But when her
teacher promises the class they can go on a field
trip to the science museum only if everyone does
well on their math test, Bug knows she HAS to pass.
This humorous, character-driven story shows kids
who struggle with math (or any subject) that there are
many ways to find the correct answer—if you use
your imagination and count on the things you love.
Sterling Children's Books
40 pages

9781454927044
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

Apr 2, 2019

Growing Season

Maryann Cocca-Leffler

El and Jo are the shortest kids in class, and
they’re inseparable. But what happens when Jo starts to
grow? This sweet picture book explores the joys and
challenges of friendship and growing up. “A sweet story
with emotional depth.” —Kirkus   El and Jo are the smallest
students in their class—and best friends, too, like peas in a
pod. Even their names are short. But in springtime,
something BIG happens: Jo starts growing like a weed,
while El feels smaller every day. On the last day of school,
their teacher asked every child to pick a plant to care for
over the summer. All the other kids reach over El to grab
their plant, and she has to take the very last one: a tiny,
flowerless aster. At first, she’s disappointed. But as
summer progresses, the aster begins to bloom—and so
does El!

Sterling Children's Books
40 pages

9781454921202
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

Apr 2, 2019

When a Tree Grows

Cathy Ballou Mealey, Kasia Nowowiejska

This humorous picture book tells a sweet story
of friendship, generosity, and how one fun thing leads to
another.   When Moose sees the inviting tree where
Squirrel has built his nest, he rubs his itchy antlers against
the trunk—and sets in motion a chain of comic
catastrophes. The tree falls and wakes Bear, who
stumbles into Moose, who causes a truck driver to swerve
off the road. But then Squirrel jumps onto that truck and
ends up in the city, all alone. Who will help him get home?
And how will Squirrel thank them? Kids will love this
adorable picture book, with its irresistible animal
characters and rhythmic text that’s made for reading out
loud.

Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

Canadian Manda Group Page 3
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Apr 23, 2019

If You Had Your Birthday Party on the Moon

Joyce Lapin, Simona Ceccarelli

If you had your birthday party on the moon,
what would it be like? Blast off to an extraterrestrial
celebration and find out! This cool picture book combines
fun and facts to help kids learn all about outer space.   
Have your birthday party on the moon and everyone will
come! After all, who wouldn’t want to ride in a rocket and
celebrate for a day that lasts as long as a month on
Earth? Then, young partygoers could romp in a low-
gravity playground; watch candles and balloons behave
weirdly in the Moon’s atmosphere; and see why the
“moon angels” they make in the thick carpet of lunar dust
will last for thousands of years. With each discovery, kids
learn the science behind the surprise, explained in terms
they’ll understand. Complete with sidebars and a
glossary, this entertaining adventure is perfect for sharing
at home and at school.

Sterling Children's Books
40 pages

9781454921196
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

May 7, 2019

Butterflies on the First Day of School

Annie Silvestro, Dream Chen

The first day of school is exciting—but it can be
scary, too! Meet Rosie, a brand-new student who just
happens to have butterflies in her stomach.   Rosie can’t
wait to start kindergarten—she’s had her pencils
sharpened and her backpack ready for weeks. But
suddenly, on the night before the big day, her tummy hurts.
Rosie’s mom reassures her that it’s just butterflies in her
belly, and she’ll feel better soon. Much to Rosie’s surprise,
when she says hello to a new friend on the bus, a butterfly
flies out of her mouth! As the day goes on, Rosie frees all
her butterflies, and even helps another shy student let go
of hers, too.
Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781912537846
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

May 7, 2019

The Lost Star

Przemystaw Wechterowicz, Marcin Minor

What happens when a star falls to earth . .
. and doesn’t know how to get back home? A
magical, mysterious story that’s perfect for bedtime.  
  One night, when the moon is shining and a
dormouse is having fun with the fireflies, she spots a
gentle glow in the woods. The light comes from a
golden star that has fallen to Earth and needs to get
back home. Dormouse and her woodland friends do
their best to help the star return to the sky, but one
by one they fail . . . and the star grows paler and
paler. Will the mysterious Frog finally succeed? Filled
with atmospheric illustrations and soothing, dreamlike
text, this heartwarming picture book will enchant
children.

Salariya
32 pages

9781454922926
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

May 7, 2019

There's Only One You

Kathryn Heling, Deborah Hembrook, Rosie Butcher

Celebrate your individuality with this picture book
that honors all the wonderful things that make you . . .
you. “A picture-book celebration of individuality and
diversity. . . . Affirming and welcome.” —Kirkus“In all the
world over, this much is true: You’re somebody special.
There’s only one YOU.”  This feel-good book reassures
kids that, whoever and whatever they are, it’s awesome
being YOU! Expertly written to include all kinds of children
and families, it embraces the beauty in a range of physical
types, personalities, and abilities. Kids will love discovering
and recognizing themselves in these pages—and they’ll
feel proud to see their special qualities acknowledged.
Adorable illustrations by Rosie Butcher show a diverse
community that many will find similar to their own.

Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781454927457
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

May 7, 2019

Koala Is Not a Bear

Kristin L Gray, Rachel McAlister

Where does Koala belong? Find out, in this sweet
story of friendship and family—with fun facts about
marsupials thrown in.   It's Koala's first day at camp, and
she thinks she's found her place in the Bear Cabin—until
know-it-all Kangaroo comes along and tells Koala in no
uncertain terms that she is not a bear. Koala points out all
the ways in which she resembles her new friend, Grizzly,
but Kangaroo just isn't buying it. As Koala tries to find her
place, alert readers will recognize clues about where Koala
belongs. Using humor and fun illustrations, this engaging
story will reel kids in and leave them with a satisfying
ending.
Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781454934219
Hardcover | $22.95
Juvenile Fiction

May 7, 2019

The King Who Banned the Dark

Emily Haworth-Booth

There once was a Prince who was afraid of the
dark—and when he became King he decided to do
something about it. Written by an award-winning author,
this is a magical modern fairy tale about conquering your
fears . . . and creating change.   Most children are scared
of the dark at some time or other. The hero of this story
actually gets to do something about it! He’s a Prince—and
when he becomes King he decides to ban the dark
completely. At first, everyone celebrates. But before long,
no one can sleep and the exhausted citizens are ready to
revolt. Can the people help the King face his fears, turn off
the lights, and see that you can’t appreciate the light
without having the dark, too?

Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781910716731
Boardbook | $9.50
Juvenile Fiction

Feb 5, 2019

Little Rabbit's Easter
Little Holiday Books
Algy Craig Hall

This little holiday book for little hands introduces
babies and toddlers to the fun of Easter!   Hippity-
hoppity! Little Rabbit is hopping along with fluffy
bunny. What will they find? More and more friends
join in until they discover . . . EASTER EGGS!
Hooray! Algy Craig Hall has created another
delightful story in his board book series celebrating
special holiday moments.

Boxer Books
18 pages

9781454934493
Boardbook | $10.95

Juvenile Fiction
Feb 12, 2019

Sloth Slept On

Frann Preston-Gannon

Who's that sleeping in our tree? With its
endearing, adorable, and huggable title character,
group of intrepid children, and wildly humorous
situation, this board book will appeal to kids!   When
a group of kids finds an animal happily napping in
their backyard, they set out to discover what it is and
where it belongs. As they search and search—never
noticing all the posters and news articles about a
sloth that's broken out of the zoo—they finally
discover the identity of the snoozing creature. And
when sloth wakes up, it's in for a BIG surprise!
Award-winning artist Frann Preston-Gannon has
created an irresistible story that will find a home in
the hearts of all young readers.

Sterling Children's Books
30 pages
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9781454931317
Boardbook | $10.95

Juvenile Fiction
Mar 5, 2019

Big Little Hippo

Valeri Gorbachev

“A great selection to share with young
children to show them that they are ‘bigger’ than they
believe and that their actions, big and small, do
matter.” —School Library Journal  A board version of
the popular picture book, Big Little Hippo by
superstar Valeri Gorbachev!   Little Hippo is the
youngest in his family . . . and the smallest. Smaller
than his parents and siblings. Smaller than his
neighbors, too, from old Crocodile to giant Elephant.
And even though his mom promises he’ll grow, Little
Hippo doesn’t want to wait; he wants to be big
RIGHT NOW! But when he helps a creature even
tinier than himself, Little Hippo learns that it’s the size
of his heart that counts most of all.

Sterling Children's Books
22 pages

9781454932291
Boardbook | $10.95

Juvenile Fiction
Mar 5, 2019

Where Do Pants Go?

Rebecca Van Slyke, Chris Robertson

Where do shirts, pants, shoes, and other
clothes go? Turn these sturdy pages and find out!
This board edition of Where Do Pants Go? is perfect
for little ones just learning how to dress themselves.
 Where do pants go? Do they go on your head? Do
they go on your neck? No!  This humorous story
shows kids how to put on their clothes—from the
underwear on their bottoms to the hats on their
heads and everything in between. But sometimes
getting dressed doesn’t happen without a few fun
missteps! These adorable toddlers and their trusty
dogs are sure to tickle every young reader.
Sterling Children's Books
22 pages

9781454934301
Boardbook | $10.95

Juvenile Fiction
Mar 5, 2019

Almost Everybody Farts

Marty Kelley

“A playful, punchy paean to the pervasive
poot.” —Kirkus Reviews (Starred review)  Grandmas
fart. Teachers fart. Terrifying creatures fart. But . . .
is there someone who DOESN’T fart?   With sly
humor, this fun board book looks at a subject that’s
sure to make children laugh: farting. With silent farts,
farts like horns, and rainbow farts from unicorns,
Almost Everybody Farts comically captures the
gassy scene. And only one person insists she’s fart-
free: MOM! But is she? Kids will insist on reading
this rhyming story again and again.Sterling Children's Books
28 pages

9781910716564
Hardcover | $17.50
Juvenile Fiction

Apr 2, 2019

Friends for Mouse

Rosalinda Kightley

Is little Mouse big enough to have an adventure?
Every small child will relate to this heartwarming
story, with peekaboo cutouts on every page!   Mouse
is sure that he’s big enough to explore all on his own.
But he can’t reach the squirrels high up in the tree, fly
like a butterfly, or swim with the splish-splashing
ducks. Just when he’s feeling sad and a little alone,
his two friends Hare and Bear arrive—and Mouse
realizes he’s exactly the right size to play with them!

Boxer Books
22 pages

9788854412743
Boardbook | $17.50

Juvenile Fiction
Apr 2, 2019

Little Bird

Antonio Boffa

Beautiful art, with flaps on every spread, will make
this tale of a baby birds and how they learn to fly a favorite
with children and parents.   Spring has arrived—and for two
birds, it’s a special day at the nest. Their babies are about to
crack through their eggshells! Once they’re born, mama and
daddy will care for them and keep them safe. Then, come
summer, the little birds will try their wings . . . and fly free in
the sky! This simple, touching story makes a perfect read-
aloud, and flaps throughout hide tiny surprises for kids to
find.
White Star Publishers
14 pages

9781454930754
Boardbook | $11.95
Juvenile Nonfiction

May 7, 2019

1-2-3 Predators Bite! : An Animal Counting Book

American Museum of Natural History, Amy-Clare
Barden

Watch out—these creatures BITE! This
innovative novelty board book from the American
Museum of Natural History combines counting with
fascinating predators.An appetizing follow-up to the
popular 1-2-3 Dinosaurs Bite.   Munch, crunch: look
who’s coming to bite this book! Created in
conjunction with the American Museum of Natural
History, 1-2-3 Predators Bite! invites kids to count
along as a rattlesnake takes ONE die-cut bite, a
toothy tiger takes TWO, and an eagle swoops down
for THREE. Simple facts about each predator appear
in the back matter, and a final spread reinforces
counting skills with one last 1-10 list of different
hidden elements in the illustrations!  

Sterling Children's Books
18 pages

9788854409996
Hardcover | $19.95
Juvenile Fiction

Mar 5, 2019

Fairy Tale Adventures: A Fun Puzzle Book

Francesca Rossi

Classic fairy tales + puzzles and games =
storytime fun!   Children can go on fairy-tale
adventures and enjoy solving puzzles, all with this
unique book! It features five classic stories—Aladdin,
Peter Pan, Alice in Wonderland, The Wizard of Oz,
and Pinocchio. Every one of the beloved fairy tales
comes with a durable 48-piece, color-coded jigsaw
puzzle for children to play with, and the book
includes an additional game at the end. To guide the
youngest solvers, when the pieces are removed a
picture of the finished puzzle serves as a helpful
reference.  
White Star Publishers
14 pages

9788854409989
Hardcover | $19.95
Juvenile Fiction

Mar 5, 2019

Princess Fairy Tales: A Fun Puzzle Book

Francesca Rossi

Princess tales + puzzles and games =
storytime fun!   Children can join five of the most
popular princesses on their adventures . . . and
enjoy solving puzzles too, all with this unique book! It
features five classic fairy tales—The Little Mermaid,
Rapunzel, Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, and Snow
White. Every one of the beloved stories comes with
a durable 48-piece, color-coded jigsaw puzzle for
children to play with, and the book includes an
additional game at the end. To guide the youngest
solvers, when the pieces are removed a picture of
the finished puzzle serves as a helpful reference.
White Star Publishers
14 pages
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9781912537785
Paperback | $7.95
Juvenile Fiction

Apr 2, 2019

Building Site Sticker Book
Scribblers Fun Activity
Margot Channing, Sassin Eva

From demolishing a building to constructing a
skyscraper, this fun activity book—with more than 250
stickers—shows children how things get built!   Excavate.
Lay the foundation. Create beautiful bridges and
structures. This colorful sticker book takes children right
onto a construction site to follow the entire building
process from start to finish. They’ll even learn what
dangers lurk in the scaffolding, machines, planks, and
concrete! As they go along, kids can use the stickers to
decorate the scenes in any way they like. Each spread
features things to look for, find, and count, as well as fun
facts and questions. A treasure hunt activity at the end
encourages youngsters to go back and spot things they
may not have noticed before.

Salariya
32 pages

9781910184479
Paperback | $7.95
Juvenile Fiction

Apr 2, 2019

Princess Sticker Book
Scribblers Fun Activity
Margot Channing, Ela Smietanka

What are a princess’s favorite things? Find out,
in this beautifully illustrated book, complete with more than
350 reusable die-cut stickers!    Join a diverse group of
lovely princesses as they enjoy their favorite activities:
riding on flying horses, going to a garden party, dressing
up for a fancy birthday bash (you’re invited!), attending a
royal ball, and celebrating a wedding. Children can
complete colorful scenes using the eight pages of die-cut
stickers, play “I spy” games on every page, and end with a
treasure hunt. It’s absolutely magical!
Salariya
32 pages

9781909645936
Paperback | $10.95

Juvenile Fiction
May 7, 2019

Knight Sticker Activity Book
Scribblers Sticker Activity Book
Margot Channing, Mariann Maray

Return to the olden days of knights in shining
armor with this fantastic activity book. More than 150
stickers plus push-out models make it super fun!    Kids can
find out all about knights and their world while playing
games, making models, and decorating pages with stickers.
They’ll learn all about coats of arms; use stickers to
complete the king’s castle, so it’s well defended; design their
own personal shield; and spot the differences between two
pictures. The cool push-out models include two jousting
knights on horseback!
Salariya
48 pages

9781910706213
Paperback | $10.95

Juvenile Fiction
May 7, 2019

Dinosaur Sticker Activity Book
Scribblers Sticker Activity Book
Margot Channing, Adam Pryce

Dinosaur fans will love this activity-packed book,
featuring four pages with more than 100 stickers!   From
feathered Sinornithosaurus and speedy Velociraptor to
giant Brachiosaurus and flying Pteranodon, this dinosaur-
filled activity book will delight every fan of these prehistoric
creatures. Complete colorful pages with stickers, use the
“Fossil Clock” to discover when each dinosaur lived, play a
Stegosaurus game, make dino footprints in many different
sizes, and more! Plus you get four press-out models to put
together—Diplodocus, Tyrannosaurus rex, Triceratops, and
Pterodactyl.Salariya
48 pages

9781912006700
Hardcover | $17.50
Juvenile Fiction

May 7, 2019

Greek Myths (Volume Two)
Myths
Jacqueline Morley

A second spellbinding anthology of seven
beloved Greek myths!   Monsters. Giants. Fire-breathing
serpents. Wicked sorceresses. These memorable and
gripping Greek myths have all the stuff of fairy tales . . .
and more. They’re retold in a picture-book format that’s
perfect for younger readers, with captivating illustrations
by several artists and simple, easy-to-follow text. Whether
it’s Icarus’s doomed attempt at flight, Jason and the
Argonauts’ quest for the Golden Fleece, or the Trojan
Horse and the fall of Troy, these exciting stories demand
to be enjoyed again and again. Stories for sharing!Salariya
88 pages

9781912006090
Hardcover | $17.50
Juvenile Fiction

May 7, 2019

Viking Myths (Volume Two)
Myths
Jacqueline Morley

Journey to the frozen north for this second
spellbinding anthology of Viking myths!   Enter the world
of Norse mythology, where you’ll find sea monsters,
shape-changers, dark forests, and cunning, gold-hoarding
underground dwarves. This second volume of Viking tales
features more fantastical, entrancing adventures, including
Thor’s journey in the land of the giants, and Ragnarok, the
apocalyptic battle of the gods, retold in a way that will
engage very young readers. Different illustrators bring
their distinctive styles to each story.
Salariya
88 pages

9788854413016
Hardcover | $19.95
Juvenile Fiction

Apr 2, 2019

The Atlas of Classic Tales

Claudia Bordin

Experience the world of eight classic fairy tales
through gorgeously illustrated maps of the stories’ magical
lands!   In every fairy tale, the main characters set off on a
journey or a quest. Now, stunningly designed and detailed
maps invite readers to join their adventures in an exciting
new way. Thanks to the imaginative pen of Claudia Bordin,
this follow-up to Atlas of Fairy Tales brings eight enchanting
kingdoms brilliantly to life. In a single glance, you can view
the castles, villages, forests, and oceans where such
beloved figures as Sinbad, Puss in Boots, Little Red Riding
Hood, and Thumbelina wander. From Sleeping Beauty and
The Snow Queen to The Jungle Book and Aladdin, these
stories are sure to delight as never before.

White Star Publishers
48 pages

9788854413535
Hardcover | $22.95

Juvenile Nonfiction
Apr 2, 2019

Bible Stories: Illustrated Stories from the Old Testament

Manuela Adreani

Introduce children to some of the most
remarkable stories ever written: tales from the Old
Testament, all stunningly illustrated by Manuela Adreani.  
From God creating Earth to Adam and Eve, Noah’s Ark,
and Daniel in the lion’s den, this collection features 12 of
the most famous stories told in the Bible. Children will
learn about Adam and Eve, Abraham, Moses, Joseph,
and other protagonists of the Old Testament. Not only do
these tales offer lessons and advice, they’re filled with
incredible adventures, promises broken and kept,
repentance and forgiveness, and faith and love.White Star Publishers
80 pages
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9781783124008
Paperback | $17.95

Juvenile Fiction
Dec 1, 2018

The Book of Dragons: Secrets of the Dragon
Domain

Stella Caldwell

This gorgeous book brings mighty and
ancient dragons to life. An engaging visual feast, it
transports readers to the very heart of a world where
dragon fire lights up the skies. With wholehearted
devotion to detail, it encourages children to explore
every corner of the page. The lavish pictures –
including scenic artworks, dragon profiles, maps,
diagrams and inventive memorabilia – tell their own
stories without the need for too much text. Discover
the treasure hoard of the dragon, uncover the
secrets of dragon wisdom and hear the tales of the
greatest dragon slayers.
Carlton Books
72 pages

9781454929925
Hardcover | $13.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
Mar 5, 2019

Do Sharks Glow in the Dark? : . . . and Other
Shark-tastic Questions
Just Ask!
Mary Kay Carson

What’s the biggest shark? Do they have
bones? Do sharks eat people—and do people eat
sharks? This engaging entry in the Animal Facts
series answers the basic questions about shark life
that children like to ask!   What do you want to know
about shark life? With a fun Q&A format and eye-
catching photographs, Do Sharks Glow in the
Dark? tells you everything! Are sharks fish? Are there
any that live in lakes? Did dinosaurs ever battle
sharks? Do sharks glow in the dark? And do sharks
have skin or scales? This is one book kids will return
to again and again.   
Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781454929918
Hardcover | $13.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
Mar 5, 2019

Do Tigers Stay Up Late? : . . . and Other Tiger-ific
Questions
Just Ask!
Mary Kay Carson

Do Tigers Stay Up Late? …and Other
Tiger-ific Questionsanswers basic questions about
these big cats, including how they sleep, what they
eat, and, yes . . . why they have so many stripes!  
Does a tiger purr? Could it win a marathon? And
would it make a good pet? Using a helpful Q&A
format, Do Tigers Stay Up Late? tells children all they
ever wanted to know about these magnificent
creatures, from what they weigh to whether they
swim. Filled with stunning photographs and cool
information, this book is sure to become a favorite of
every young animal lover.
Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781454923800
Hardcover | $17.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
May 7, 2019

Clownfish Aren't So Funny : Fascinating Facts
about Some of the Ocean's Most Misunderstood
Creatures
Misunderstood Creatures #3
Matt Weiss, Keri Wilk

Dive in and enjoy these surprising stories
about the ocean's smallest creatures! Clownflsh
aren’t funny, cuttlefish aren’t cuddly, and mantis
shrimp aren’t so shrimpy (they’re TOUGH dudes)!
While sharks, whales, and dolphins get plenty of
attention, the real drama of the ocean takes place in
the nooks and crannies of coral reefs. And some of
the coolest critters there are no bigger than a golf
ball, stay hidden from plain sight, and are real killers.
Featuring absolutely stunning close-up photography,
Clownfish Aren’t So Funny sends an important
message about conservation and environmental
responsibility even as it tells the compelling stories of
the ocean’s smaller, but still deadly, inhabitants.

Sterling Children's Books
32 pages

9781912537747
Hardcover | $19.95

Juvenile Nonfiction
Mar 5, 2019

Life-Sized Bugs

John Townsend

Meet the world’s most fascinating creepy-
crawlies—in their real-life size!   From the Asian tiger
mosquito and the bombardier beetle to the large blue
butterfly and the snowy tree cricket, this eye-opening
guide presents to-scale images of the biggest and
scariest bugs on the planet. There’s even a spectacular
gatefold of the goliath birdeater spider! Along with the
amazing pictures, there are salient facts about each
species, maps showing where they’re found globally,
and graphic comparisons of how every type compares to
the average human hand. Life-Size Bugs helps children
understand the wonders of nature, and encourages them
to explore their local wildlife.

Salariya
48 pages

9781783124510
Paperback | $17.99
Juvenile Nonfiction

May 21, 2019

Sharks: Get Up Close to Nature's Fiercest Predators

Ben Hubbard

Sharks are the most awe-inspiring creatures on Earth.
Killer machines built of tonnes of solid muscle with
thousands of teeth and a bite that can crush any sea (or
land) animal, these animals are nature's top predators of
the sea. Profiles of the fiercest sharks and accounts
from those working up, close and personal with the
predators are presented in stunning CGI artwork. Sharks
is a thrilling read that will make you marvel at these
incredible animals - and may well give you goosebumps.

Carlton Books
64 pages

9781783122554
Hardcover | $19.95

Juvenile Nonfiction
Jan 20, 2018

iExplore: Predators: Unleash Huge Augmented
Reality Beasts
iExplore
Camilla de la Bedoyere

iExplore Predators is a striking book looking at some
of the most ferocious animals on earth—with Digital
Magic bringing them into your room! Eleven fact-filled
profiles give the reader the lowdown on each animal
—how it hunts, what weapons and tactics it uses to
defeat its prey, and where it lives. Then simply open
the app on your smartphone or tablet to trigger the
AR action and awaken the Digital Magic!

Carlton Books
32 pages

9781783122547
Hardcover | $19.95

Juvenile Nonfiction
Jan 20, 2018

iExplore: Extinct Animals: Unleash Augmented
Reality Prehistoric Beasts!
iExplore
Camilla de la Bedoyere

iExplore Extinct Animals is a book where the past
meets the future—it's the most high-tech book about
extinct creatures on the market. Eleven fact-filled
profiles give the reader the lowdown on each animal
—when it lived, what it ate, its size and habitat, and
other extraordinary features. Then readers can
simply open the app on their smartphone or tablet to
trigger the AR action and awaken the digital magic!

Carlton Books
32 pages
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9781912757046
Hardcover | $17.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
May 7, 2019

Why Do We Poop?
TechTots#
Harriet Blackford, Mike Henson

STEM fun for smart tots!   Meet Mia, Ava, Oli, and
Seb: they’re the four engaging characters created by
Harriet Blackford to introduce very young children to
STEM concepts. This simple story, enhanced by
Mike Henson’s humorous illustrations and fun-to-do
experiments, makes a fascinating subject come alive
for preschoolers Everybody poops! But why? This
fun book explores the process of digestion, what
happens when we eat, and the waste that’s left over.

Boxer Books
32 pages

9781912757084
Hardcover | $17.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
May 7, 2019

Why Do Things Fall Down?
TechTots#
Harriet Blackford, Mike Henson

STEM fun for smart tots!   Meet Mia, Ava,
Oli, and Seb: they’re the four engaging characters
created by Harriet Blackford to introduce very young
children to STEM concepts. This simple story,
enhanced by Mike Henson’s humorous illustrations
and fun-to-do experiments, makes a fascinating
subject come alive for preschoolers. If the earth is
round, why don’t we all just fall off and float away?
The answer is gravity, and budding scientists can
find out how it works and why it’s so important.
Boxer Books
32 pages

9781912757022
Hardcover | $17.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
May 7, 2019

Where Does the Sun Go?
TechTots#
Harriet Blackford, Mike Henson

STEM fun for smart tots!   Meet Mia, Ava, Oli, and
Seb: they’re the four engaging characters created by
Harriet Blackford to introduce very young children to
STEM concepts. This simple story, enhanced by
Mike Henson’s humorous illustrations and fun-to-do
experiments, makes a fascinating subject come alive
for preschoolers. Why is it light during the day and
dark at night? Kids can find out, and learn all about
how our Earth revolves round the sun.

Boxer Books
32 pages

9781912757060
Hardcover | $17.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
May 7, 2019

What Is a Rainbow?
TechTots#
Harriet Blackford, Mike Henson

STEM fun for smart tots!   Meet Mia, Ava,
Oli, and Seb: they’re the four engaging characters
created by Harriet Blackford to introduce very young
children to STEM concepts. This simple story,
enhanced by Mike Henson’s humorous illustrations
and fun-to-do experiments, makes a fascinating
subject come alive for preschoolers. Everyone loves
looking at rainbows—but what exactly are they? How
are they created? This book takes a first look at the
science behind color and light.
Boxer Books
32 pages

9788854412767
Hardcover | $19.95

Juvenile Nonfiction
Apr 2, 2019

The World of Bees

Cristina Banfi, Giulia De Amicis

From pollination and social structure to
swarming and the nest, The World of Bees helps you get
to know these special insects up close!   Explore the
fascinatingly complex society of bees, where everything is
perfectly organized, from the cleanliness of the hive to its
defense, from gathering nectar to larvae care. Through
beautiful illustrations and brief, informative chapters, you’ll
learn about bee anatomy, the secret way they
communicate, the role of the queen and her workers, the
predators they face, and how to defeat the dangers that
threaten these invaluable creatures.White Star Publishers
64 pages

9788854412750
Hardcover | $19.95

Juvenile Nonfiction
Apr 2, 2019

The World of Butterflies

Rita Mabel Schiavo, Giulia De Amicis

How does an awkward caterpillar turn into a
graceful butterfly? Find out all about these magical insects
and how they survive!   Butterflies are among the most
admired and beautiful of insects, and this book will take
you on a fantastic journey into their secret world. Find out
about all the different types and their physiology, lifespan,
social behavior, complicated patterning, and defense
strategies. You’ll even learn how to raise them and create
a magnificent butterfly garden. Detailed illustrations
showcase the many varieties of butterfly discussed
throughout the book, from a Queen Alexandra’s birdwing
to the monarch and painted lady.
White Star Publishers
64 pages

9781910716816
Hardcover | $24.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
Jul 23, 2019

How Far Can a Kangaroo Jump?
Wild Facts & Amazing Math
Alison Limentani

“1 kangaroo jump is the same distance as
2 ringtailed lemur leaps . . . “Have you ever
wondered just how far animals can jump? These fun
comparisons explain it all—from tiny grasshopper
hurdles and coyote vaults to the best pouncer of all!
  Understanding numbers and distance is easy with
this fun book of animal facts! Starting with a single
kangaroo, Alison Limentani’s cool illustrations
capture a variety of creatures leaping—and reveal
just how many jumps it would take each one to cover
the same ground. Four bunny hops = 5 frog
bounces = 6 goat skips. But none of the animals can
match the world-record-holding snow leopard! At the
end, kids will discover how many jumps it would take
each one to go all around the globe.

Boxer Books
32 pages

9781454933441
Hardcover | $22.95

Juvenile Nonfiction
Jul 9, 2019

Baby Lions Join the Pride
First Discoveries
American Museum of Natural History

Come along as two lion cubs explore the
world—and learn all about these amazing creatures
in this nonfiction picture book from the American
Museum of Natural History!   Deep in the African
grassland two lions are born, a brother and a sister.
See how these babies, small four-pound cubs born
with their eyes shut, turn into full-grown adults with
families of their own. The siblings wrestle, play, and
learn to hunt; later, the brother will join a new pride,
while the sister stays with her mother and aunts.
Developed with the American Museum of Natural
History, this nonfiction picture book features beautiful
nature photography and an engaging narrative that
kids will love!

Sterling Children's Books
32 pages
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9781454921998
Hardcover | $11.95

Juvenile Nonfiction
May 14, 2019

Secrets of the American Museum of Natural History :
Weird and Wonderful Facts about America's Natural
History Museum

Aileen Weintraub

Take a behind-the scenes look at the world-
famous American Museum of Natural History! It has
millions of visitors, some of the most renowned exhibits
ever created, and one of the world’s largest collection of
dinosaur fossils—and now kids can enjoy a special
glimpse “backstage” of the amazing American Museum of
Natural History. This stunning book showcases
fascinating, little-known details and secrets known only to
insiders! With incredible information, illustrations, and
photos, it truly brings the Museum to life.
Sterling Children's Books
160 pages

9781454931812
Paperback | $19.95

Young Adult
Nonfiction

May 7, 2019

Fearless Public Speaking: A Guide for Beginners

Joy Jones

Scared of speaking in public? You’re not alone!
This accessible guide, written by a former teacher and
poetry slam coach, will help tweens and teens find their
voice!   If you have weak, wobbly knees and a pounding
heart when you face an audience—don’t worry, that’s good!
Joy Jones is here to show teens and tweens that stage
fright is your friend. With its funny, friendly, slightly irreverent
approach, Fearless Public Speaking helps young people
feel more comfortable and confident in front of a crowd.
Jones covers it all, from how to write and organize your
speech, to how to deliver it and use audiovisual equipment,
to how to troubleshoot when things go wrong.
Spark
168 pages

9781783124459
Paperback | $19.99
Juvenile Nonfiction

May 21, 2019

Space Record Breakers

Anne Rooney

Space is mind-boggling. Time is measured in billions of
years, and distances in trillions of miles. Space Record
Breakers takes all this wonder and packages it in digestible,
factual form, focusing half on the natural wonders of space
and half on the history (and future) of humankind's
exploration. What's the biggest known planet? The hottest
star? The most intrepid astronaut? The first woman in
space? The biggest volcano in the solar system?

Carlton Books
112 pages

9781783124466
Paperback | $19.95
Juvenile Nonfiction

Apr 1, 2019

Mega Machine Record Breakers

Anne Rooney

112 fantastic pages crammed with facts about the world's
biggest, fastest and most powerful vehicles, from
speedboats to monster trucks, as well as rocketships,
submarines, supertrucks... and more! Mega Machine
Record Breakers is bursting with stats and facts, alongside
stunning full-page photographs of the most amazing
machines on Earth. From a giant crane that could lift 11
blue whales to a space probe that's travelled 17,000 million
kilometres and counting – it's all in here.

Carlton Books
112 pages

9781783123957
Paperback | $19.95
Juvenile Nonfiction

Oct 1, 2018

Ultimate Cars

Clive Gifford

Following on from the success of Futureworld,
the latest title in Carlton's lavish World series is a high-
octane, visually stunning introduction to the world's most
iconic and thrilling cars - essential reading for every
young petrolhead. This comprehensive book gives the
lowdown on the basics of car science before focusing
on the standout models within each key car group: high-
end performance cars, classic cars, crazy cars, racing
cars and envelope-pushing future cars. High-impact
features, delivering need-to-know information about
individual models, are balanced by in-depth spreads that
will satisfy every fact-hungry car fan.
Carlton Books
80 pages

9781454926917
Hardcover | $22.95

Juvenile Nonfiction
Feb 5, 2019

Hedy Lamarr's Double Life : Hollywood Legend and
Brilliant Inventor
People Who Shaped Our World #4
Laurie Wallmark, Katy Wu

“Revelatory to young audiences in more ways
than one.” —Kirkus “Many STEM-for-girls biographies fan
excitement over women’s achievements, but this title
actually brings the central scientific concept within middle-
grade reach.” —The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s
BooksMovie star by day, ace inventor at night: learn about
the hidden life of actress Hedy Lamarr!   To her adoring
public, Hedy Lamarr was a glamorous movie star, widely
considered the most beautiful woman in the world. But in
private, she was something more: a brilliant inventor. And
for many years only her closest friends knew her secret.
Now Laurie Wallmark and Katy Wu, who collaborated on
Sterling’s critically acclaimed picture-book biography
Grace Hopper: Queen of Computer Code, tell the inspiring
story of how, during World War Two, Lamarr developed a
groundbreaking communications system that still remains
essential to the security of today’s technology.

Sterling Children's Books
48 pages

9781454931362
Hardcover | $22.95

Juvenile Nonfiction
Jul 23, 2019

A Girl Called Genghis Khan : How Maria Toorpakai Wazir
Pretended to Be a Boy, Defied the Taliban, and Became a
World Famous Squash Player
People Who Shaped Our World #5
Michelle Lord, Shehzil Malik

This compelling, timely, and empowering picture
book introduces children to Maria Toorpakai Wazir, a
Pakistani girl who braved threats from the Taliban in order
to play the sport she loved.   Meet Maria Toorpakai Wazir,
a Pakistani girl who loved sports and longed for the
freedom that boys in her culture enjoyed. She joined a
squash club to pursue her dream, and was taunted,
teased, and beaten—but still continued playing. Then,
when Maria received an award from the President of
Pakistan for outstanding achievement, the Taliban
threatened her squash club, her family, and her life.
Although forced to quit the team, she refused to give up.
Maria kept practicing the game in her bedroom every day
for three years! Her hard work and perseverance in the
face of overwhelming obstacles will inspire all children.

Sterling Children's Books
48 pages

9788854413375
Hardcover | $13.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
Mar 5, 2019

Albert Einstein
Genius
Isabel Munoz, Jane Kent

Meet Albert Einstein and find out about his life
and work in this engagingly illustrated biography.   Join
physicist Albert Einstein on his journey of scientific
discovery and see how the Nobel Prize winner forever
changed the way we think about energy, gravity, and the
world around us. Children will learn about Einstein’s
training, his struggle to find a teaching job, and how he
developed his famous theory of relativity. The book also
looks at his personal life, including his family, his
emigration to America after the Nazis came to power, and
his love of music. Appealing illustrations, information on
his breakthroughs and successes, and an index of major
events reveal how Einstein left his mark on humanity. A
timeline and simple quiz help kids test their understanding
and knowledge.

White Star Publishers
42 pages
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9788854413603
Hardcover | $13.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
Mar 5, 2019

Frida Kahlo
Genius
Isabel Munoz, Jane Kent

Meet artist Frida Kahlo and find out about her
life and work in this engagingly illustrated biography.  
Mexican artist Frida Kahlo created vibrantly hued
paintings . . . and led an equally colorful life. Known for
her self-portraits, she became a feminist icon whose work
now sells for millions of dollars. This lively biography looks
at Frida’s childhood—including her bout with polio—as
well as her devotion to Mexican culture and political
causes; the bus accident that left her in chronic pain but
also sparked her career; and her marriage to Diego
Rivera. Appealing illustrations, information on her
breakthroughs and successes, and an index of major
events reveal how Frida left her mark on humanity. A
timeline and simple quiz help kids test their understanding
and knowledge.

White Star Publishers
42 pages

9788854413320
Hardcover | $13.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
Mar 5, 2019

Leonardo da Vinci
Genius
Isabel Munoz, Jane Kent

Meet Leonardo da Vinci and discover the story
of his life and work in this engagingly illustrated
biography.   Why could Leonardo da Vinci paint the
human form so accurately, in all its beauty? How was he
educated and trained as an artist? What inspired his
most famous work, including The Last Supper and the
Mona Lisa? And what fun machine did he invent? Find
out about this unique artist and the many areas, from
architecture to flight, he drew on and
influenced. Appealing illustrations, information on his
breakthroughs and successes, and an index of major
events reveal how da Vinci left his mark on humanity. A
timeline and simple quiz at the end of the book help kids
test their understanding and knowledge.  

White Star Publishers
42 pages

9788854413610
Hardcover | $13.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
Mar 5, 2019

Marie Curie
Genius
Isabel Munoz, Jane Kent

Meet scientist Marie Curie and learn about her
life and pioneering research in this engagingly illustrated
biography.   At a time when women weren’t welcome in
the world of science, Marie Curie made her mark on
history.  She was the very first woman to become a
professor of physics in the Sorbonne, where she had
studied, and even went on to win Nobel Prizes in two
different scientific fields. With this fascinating biography,
kids will find out how Curie, along with her husband, set
up their lab and discovered both polonium and radium,
and why their work on radioactivity was so important.
Appealing illustrations, information on her breakthroughs
and successes, and an index of major events reveal how
Marie left her mark on humanity. A timeline and simple
quiz help kids test their understanding and knowledge.

White Star Publishers
42 pages

9788854413627
Hardcover | $13.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
Mar 5, 2019

Stephen Hawking
Genius
Isabel Munoz, Jane Kent

Meet world-famous physicist Stephen Hawking
and learn about his life and work in this engagingly
illustrated biography.   Known for both his bestselling
books and his work on black holes, physicist Stephen
Hawking beat the odds and lived with ALS—a form of
motor neuron disease—for longer than doctors ever
expected. This engrossing biography shows why Hawking
is such an inspiring example of someone who pursued
his dreams in spite of his disability. Born into a family of
thinkers who loved reading books at the dinner table,
Hawking got his love of science and math from his father.
Follow his path to fame as he formulates his
groundbreaking theory, works on expanding our ideas
about the universe and its creation, and becomes a
“rock-star scientist” who appeared in TV shows and films.
Appealing illustrations, information on his breakthroughs
and successes, and an index of major events reveal how
Hawking left his mark on humanity. A timeline and simple
quiz help kids test their understanding and knowledge.

White Star Publishers
42 pages

9788854413368
Hardcover | $13.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
Mar 5, 2019

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Genius
Isabel Munoz, Jane Kent

Meet composer Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and
learn about his life and music in this engagingly illustrated
biography.   Wolfgang Amadeus rose to fame as a child
genius who wrote his first piece at the age of five, spent a
lifetime making music for archbishops and emperors, and
created countless compositions until his untimely death at
only 35 years old. This engaging biography explores his
amazing career, from when Mozart began his musical
studies under his father’s tutelage; through his time as a
court composer, musician, and concertmaster; to his final
work in honor of the coronation of Leopold II as King of
Bohemia. Along the way, we find out about Mozart’s
travels and the great composers he met, his difficulties
with his rich benefactors, his financial struggles, his
marriage and family, and his final illness. Appealing
illustrations, information on his breakthroughs and
successes, and an index of major events reveal how
Mozart left his mark on humanity. A timeline and simple
quiz help kids test their understanding and knowledge.   

White Star Publishers
42 pages

9781787392069
Hardcover | $15.95

Music
May 21, 2019

Shawn Mendes: The Ultimate Fan Book: Amazing
Photographs of the World's Hottest Popstar

Malcolm Croft

A Number One album in nine countries, 5 billion
views on YouTube and a world tour that sold out in six
minutes - Canadian Shawn Mendes is no ordinary
singersongwriter. Mendes was discovered on the video-
sharing platform Vine in 2013 after posting a string of six-
and-a-half-second covers of One Direction, 5SOS and
Justin Bieber, which gained him legions of fans (called the
Mendes Army). His first single "Life of the Party" was
released in June 2014 through Island Records and he
became the youngest artist to debut in the Billboard Hot
100's top 25 with a first chart entry. Following this
incredible success, his third album, Shawn Mendes, went
to Number One in the USA, Canada, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain and Switzerland.
Shawn Mendes: The Ultimate Fan Book is the best
illustrated hardback book on the market about the star,
meeting the surge of fan frenzy that is building with each
album, and which will explode during his 2019 world tour.
The book will delve into Mendes' pre-fame history, his
discovery on Vine and his use of social media to connect
with his 32.6 million Instagram followers and his 19.3
million Twitter fans, his world tours, Number One albums
and EP, friendship with friends and mentors Taylor Swift,
Fifth Harmony, The Vamps and Austin Mahone, and
explores his bright, exciting future as the prince of blues-
pop.

Carlton Books
72 pages

9781783124503
Paperback | $19.99
Juvenile Nonfiction

May 21, 2019

The Story of the Second World War for Children :
1939!1945

Peter Chrisp

T he Story of the Second World War
for Children shows the impact of the war on the lives
of the people who lived through it, from children
evacuated to the countryside, to bombed-out cities
and civilians working in munitions’ factories, and the
soldiers fighting on land, sea and air. The book also
looks at how the war led to major advances in
technology, medicine and weaponry. Feature
boxes throughout the book highlight subjects
of particular interst to children, such as life inside a
U-boat and tips for a jungle fighter. Maps and cross-
section artworks of the insides of famous tanks,
aircraft, U-boats, aircraft carriers add extra detail and
fascination for children.

Carlton Books
64 pages

9781783124121
Hardcover | $19.95

Juvenile Nonfiction
Jan 1, 2019

Discovering Titanic: Searching for the Stories
Behind the Shipwreck

Ben Hubbard

Discovering Titanic tells the tale of Titanic's
discovery, the disaster that sank her, and the human
stories behind the shipwreck using objects recovered
from the site. Over 105 years since Titanic sank, but
history's most famous shipwreck continues to make
global headlines. Every year, new objects are found
which bring its forgotten stories to light. This book
examines each one in detail revealing what it was like
on board the ship and the effect Titanic has on
modern life. Photographs and Computer Generated
Images are accompanied by lively text that brings the
story of the Titanic to children in an engaging way.
Carlton Books
64 pages

Canadian Manda Group Page 10
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9788854414631
Hardcover | $22.95

Juvenile
Nonfiction
Apr 2, 2019

City Atlas

Federica Magrin, Giulia Lombardo

Take an unforgettable trip to the world’s most
spectacular cities through this richly illustrated atlas!   Did
you know that you could board a real aircraft carrier in New
York or solve a case like a real private detective at London's
Sherlock Holmes Museum? You'll learn these and other fun
facts in City Atlas. On these detailed, information-packed
pages, Eric and Iris, a travel-savvy brother and sister team,
reveal all about the places they’ve been. You’ll visit
monuments and museums, learn interesting trivia, and
discover cool things to do in cities ranging from Lisbon,
Paris, Amsterdam, Moscow, Cairo, and Cape Town to
Beijing, Mumbai, Sydney, Rio de Janeiro, Toronto, and
Washington, DC. For each metropolis, you’ll get a map of
where it’s located, the flag and language of its country, and
whether it’s considered small, medium-sized, big, or a
megalopolis. Are you ready for an adventure?

White Star Publishers
96 pages

9781783123964
Paperback | $19.95
Juvenile Nonfiction

Oct 1, 2018

The World of Vikings

Robert Macleod

Set sail in your longboat and explore the mysterious
lands of runes, raids and sagas. The World of Vikings
combines breathtakingly vivid images with fascinating
facts to unlock the world of these legendary warriors,
traders and explorers. Covering bloodthirsty raids,
weapons, heroic figures, as well as daily life and
exploration, this illustrated book is the perfect gift for all
young Viking enthusiasts!

Carlton Books
80 pages

9781454934035
Paperback | $13.50
Juvenile Nonfiction

Jan 22, 2019

Where's the Sloth? : A Super Sloth Search-and-Find Book
Remarkable Animals Search and Find #3
Andy Rowland

Where, oh where, have all the sloths gone? Out
of the rainforest and into the world! Can you find these
adorable creatures on every lively, action-packed page?    
Ever since Suzi sloth began to wonder about the world
beyond her rainforest home, she’s longed for adventure. So
she gathered her friends and they’re all going on a
globetrotting tour of amazing cities. Pack your passport,
come along, and see if you can spot these ten intrepid
sloths in each place they visit, from the busy streets of
Delhi to the shores of Sydney. It’s loads of fun for every
animal lover—and all the answers appear in the back, along
with checklists of other things to find.
Sterling Children's Books
48 pages

9781454934042
Paperback | $13.50
Juvenile Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2019

Where's the Unicorn Now? : A Magical Search-and-Find
Book
Remarkable Animals Search and Find #2
Sophie Schrey, Paul Moran

The seven unicorns of Rainbow Valley are back
—and on a big adventure! Can you find them in every
scene, from the bright lights of Broadway to the excitement
of Rio’s carnival?   Unicorns love playing hide-and-seek . . .
and they’re asking eagle-eyed kids to join the game! Come
along and try to spot every one of these magical animals—
Ruby, Blossom, Starburst, Leaf, Snowflake, Luna, and
Amethyst—as they go on a world tour. The 17 different
fabulous destinations range from London, Paris, and
Venice to Giza, Egypt, and Santa Cruz, California. You’ll
even visit a movie set and go under the sea! Fans of the
first Where’s the Unicorn? will have just as much fun with
this follow-up.  All the answers are in the back, along with a
“Spotter’s Checklist” of additional things to find.

Sterling Children's Books
48 pages

9781454934530
Paperback | 

Juvenile Fiction
Feb 19, 2019

The Magical Unicorn Society Official Coloring Book

Oana Befort, Ciara Ni Dhuinn, Harry Goldhawk

Calling all unicorn enthusiasts: it’s time to get
creative and color your favorite mythical creatures, thanks
to this official coloring book from the Magical Unicorn
Society!   Bring unicorns to life, with color and sparkle! The
esteemed Magical Unicorn Society records all there is to
know about these beautiful creatures, and has shared
some of its favorite facts and images in this stunning
collection. Breathtaking black-and-white drawings capture
seven unicorn families in their various habitats, from flowery
woodlands to snowy glaciers. Readers will love letting their
imagination and creativity soar!Sterling Children's Books
64 pages

9781912537778
Hardcover | $17.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
May 7, 2019

50 Fun Craft Projects to Make and Do

Carolyn Scrace, Mark Bergin

Craft-loving kids will have a blast creating these 50 easy,
quick, and fun projects! From a tiger mask to a dinosaur
model, from a toy soldier to a jet plane, every one of
these fabulously creative projects is made out of
ordinary, easy-to-find materials like clay, paper plates and
bags, and pebbles. Detailed step-by-step instructions,
along with colorful illustrations and photographs,
introduce basic techniques that will help children develop
their artistic skills. 

Salariya
128 pages

9781783124190
Paperback | $17.95
Juvenile Nonfiction

Dec 1, 2018

Minecraft Master Builder : Time Machine
Minecraft Master Builder
Juliet Stanley, Jonathan Green

Minecraft Master Builder: Time Travel lets you
journey through history and create your own amazing
Minecraft masterpieces inspired by builds from ancient
times and through to the future with this incredible step-by-
step guide! From a medieval house and historic mansion
to a hot-air balloon and a futuristic space station, this fun
and interactive guide will inspire readers to use their
imagination to build the impossible. It's full of fascinating
Minecraft facts, figures and trivia, plus hints and tips on
how to master the game as well as inspirational profiles of
the game's most amazing construction masterpieces.Carlton Books
72 pages

9781783124145
Paperback | $14.95
Juvenile Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2019

Maze Quest: Geography: Travel the Globe!

Anna Brett, Tom Wooley

Match up 48 mazes to complete one giant
travel adventure! Join George and his little dog Milly
on a journey around the world with a book so
interactive it's almost a real-life sightseeing trip! The
mazes in the book take you to a series of countries
featuring fascinating cities, landmarks and habitats.
Not only do you have to navigate your way through
the individual mazes, but you also need to find the
correct route around the world by linking the modes
of transport on each maze. Discover incredible facts
and stats about each location and look for four things
to spot in each maze. Just don't forget your passport!
Carlton Books
128 pages
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9781783124138
Paperback | $14.95
Juvenile Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2019

Maze Quest: History: Travel Through Time

Anna Brett, Tom Wooley

Match up 48 mazes to complete one giant
journey through time! Join George and his little dog
Milly as you whizz through history with a book so
interactive it's almost a real-life time-travelling trip!
The mazes in Maze Quest: History take you through
a series of awesome eras and events, such as
famous battles, key inventions and magnificent
civilizations. Not only do you have to navigate your
way through the individual mazes, but you also need
to find the correct route through history by matching
the historical objects on each maze. Discover
incredible facts and stats about each historical event
and look for four things to spot in each maze.

Carlton Books
128 pages

9781783124480
Paperback | $17.99
Games & Activities

May 21, 2019

Ultimate Eye Twisters

Gianni A Sarcone, Marie-Jo Waeber

Ultimate Eye Twisters is a bumper collection of crazy
and mesmerizing optical illusions and visual puzzles.
It contains hours of eye-boggling, mind-twisting fun
for kids who love the challenges of visual trickery.

Carlton Books
192 pages

9781787391635
Paperback | $19.99
Games & Activities

May 21, 2019

Amazing Optical Illusions

Gianni A Sarcone, Marie-Jo Waeber

Seeing is most definitely not believing!
Amazing Optical Illusions contains various visual
tricks, deceptive images and optical illusions, all in a
cutting-edge style that is instantly engaging. Slip into
another dimension and experience the brain-twisting
extremes of optical illusions and picture puzzles!
Amazing Optical Illusions uses colour, angles and
ambiguity to trick the eye, then serves up fascinating
explanations of what you are seeing and why you see
it. For adults and kids alike, this is a fresh and
exciting way to explore the relationship between what
our eyes see and what our mind sees. Includes: All
About Colours!, Green dots, Magic Cheshire cat,
Wow… It Moves!, Running Xmas lights, Hypnotic
vibes, Expansion of joy, Mexican jumping coffee
beans, Unbelievable Things!, Impossible aqueduct,
Group of lizards, Straight Or Not?

Carlton Books
96 pages

9781783124527
Paperback | 

Juvenile Nonfiction
Mar 5, 2019

eSports Superstars: Get the Lowdown on the World of
Pro Gaming

Kevin Pettman

Become an expert in the world’s fastest-growing
sport: egaming!   League of Legends. Super Smash
Brothers. And of course Minecraft, FIFA, and Formula 1
racing. Discover the new global phenomenon: online
competitive gaming! Packed with all the incredible records,
facts, and stats the next generation of fans is waiting for,
this must-have guide explains how the tournaments work,
covers the top teams and players, and gives the lowdown
on the huge prizes. It's guaranteed to inspire eSports
superstars of the future!
Carlton Books
64 pages

9781912537570
Paperback | $13.50
Juvenile Nonfiction

Mar 5, 2019

Manga Girls & Boys
The Art of Drawing
Max Marlborough, David Antram

Create a spectacular variety of characters in the hugely
popular manga style!   From a Neko girl with catlike ears
and a tail to a skateboarder poised to perform tricks, this
cool guide explains how to capture proportionally accurate,
personality-filled characters. Budding artists will get the
knowledge and inspiration they need to master simple
techniques for inking, drawing basic poses, working in
various styles, creating creases and folds, and more.

Salariya
64 pages

9781912537587
Paperback | $13.50
Juvenile Nonfiction

Mar 5, 2019

Manga Heroes & Villains
The Art of Drawing
Max Marlborough, David Antram

Create a spectacular variety of characters in the
hugely popular manga style!   Sorcerers, warriors, and
robots: meet the heroes and villains of manga, and learn
how to draw a stunning array of these compelling
characters. After laying out the techniques for everything
from getting correct body proportions to achieving the right
tones and inking, you can put pen to page and bring to life
magical Dragon Girl, brave and reckless Hiro, and many
more! Step-by-step instructions and easy-to-follow
illustrations introduce key concepts and demonstrate how
to produce stunning images.Salariya
64 pages

9781912537594
Paperback | $13.50
Juvenile Nonfiction

Mar 5, 2019

Manga Monsters & Pets
The Art of Drawing
Max Marlborough, David Antram

Create a spectacular variety of wild and lovable
creatures in the hugely popular manga style!   From a loyal,
energetic Kazuki Dog (best captured in action) to Akuma—
a demon who haunts dreams and decides your fate—
these incredible manga figures are fun to draw! Just follow
the richly illustrated instructions to form the bodies, heads,
facial features, and clothing, including such details as a
bushy tail, elongated fingers and claws, a bent spine, and
a cape. You’ll learn all the key concepts you need to
produce stunning images.
Salariya
64 pages

9781910716960
Hardcover | $24.50

Juvenile Nonfiction
Jul 23, 2019

Everyone Can Draw

Fifi Kuo

Here is a unique book that celebrates the artist within
each and every child—including YOU!   Some people
enjoy drawing characters, while other people prefer to
draw scenes. Some love color, others choose black
and white. Award-winning illustrator Fifi Kuo explores
the many ways all children can create art, whether they
use scissors, a needle and thread, or their fingers and
toes. The important thing is to find out what you love
best . . . and just draw, draw, draw!

Boxer Books
32 pages
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9781454932154
Paperback | $9.50

Juvenile
Nonfiction

May 7, 2019

Real Stinkers: 600 Jokes to Make You Go Ewww!

Kim T Griswell

What is a vampire’s favorite kind of road?A main artery.
 Packed with spew-inducing jokes, riddles, knock-knocks,
and puns, Real Stinkers gives kids a yucky good time.   
Gross out friends, family, and even yourself! Real Stinkers
is a funfest of foul laughs, gasps, and groans . . . all topped
with a load of disgusting facts, vile vocabulary, and
demented definitions.Which Spanish city has the worst
food?Barf-a-lona.   From burps to farts, bugs to slugs, grime
to slime, and goo to poo, this book has it all.  

Sterling Children's Books
96 pages

9781454929857
Paperback | $9.50

Juvenile
Nonfiction

May 7, 2019

The Universe's Greatest School Jokes and Rip-Roaring
Riddles

Artie Bennett

Which school supply is in charge of all the others?
The ruler.  School days = fun days with these hilarious
jokes, riddles, and knock-knocks! Artie: Do ghosts attend
school? Leah: Sure. Haven’t you heard of school spirit?  
Put the comedy back into the classroom with this
sidesplitting collection of schoolroom humor. With more than
600 jokes, it covers everything from library time and recess
(What do mice like to play during recess? Hide-and-go-
squeak!) to spelling bees and tests (What type of exam
features famous fathers from history? A pop quiz).
Sterling Children's Books
96 pages

9781783124541
Paperback | $19.95
Juvenile Nonfiction

May 1, 2019

Soccer Record Breakers

Clive Gifford

Check out the greatest record-breakers in soccer! From the
FIFA World Cup to the biggest leagues on the planet, the
game’s top stars are here. This book is packed with
astounding facts and statistics about a host of the most
famous names in the world’s most popular sport, and has
been fully updated to include all the records from the 2017-
18 league seasons around the world, plus the 2018 FIFA
World Cup.

Carlton Books
128 pages

9781783124497
Paperback | $13.95

Sports &
Recreation

May 21, 2019

FIFA Women's WC 2019 Kids' Handbook : Star Players,
top teams, puzzles and games

Emily Stead

As excitement builds in the run-up to the 2019
FIFA Women's WorldCup, the official 2019 FIFA Women's
World Cup France™ Kids'Handbook provides the perfect
tournament companion for youngerfootball fans. Featuring
ettie™, the 2019 FIFA World Cup mascot, this book is
bursting with information about the host country, France,
plusthe stadiums, top teams, superstar players, FIFA
Women's World Cupfacts and stats. Bursting with football
puzzles, quizzes, and games, this is a brilliantbook for
reluctant readers, with bite-sized text and all-action photos
andactivities.A fill-in progress chart lets young fans record
match results asthe tournament progresses, making this
book a great personalizedsouvenir of the FIFA Women's
World Cup 2019!

Carlton Books
48 pages

9781454930983
Paperback | $11.95

Juvenile
Nonfiction

May 7, 2019

G.O.A.T. - LeBron James : Making the Case for Greatest of
All Time
G.O.A.T. #1
Bob Gurnett

Who is the greatest basketball player of all time?
Thisstunning book, filled to the brim with color photographs
and information, makes the case that it’s KING JAMES!  
G.O.A.T. is an acronym that stands for Greatest Of All Time
—and it takes lifelong dedication, nonstop hard work, and
undeniable, unbelievable talent even to be considered for
that honor. And if you asked five basketball lovers, "Who is
the greatest player of all time?" you might get five different
answers. But this fun book, written just for young fans,
makes the case for current NBA superstar LeBron James. It
backs up that choice with plenty of statistics, engaging
quotes, and entertaining sidebars. You can be sure it will
spark lively discussions among sports-crazy kids.

Sterling Children's Books
128 pages

9781454932017
Paperback | $11.95

Juvenile
Nonfiction

May 5, 2020

G.O.A.T. - Serena Williams : Making the Case for the
Greatest of All Time
G.O.A.T. #2
Tami Charles

Who is the greatest tennis player of all time?
Thisstunning book, filled to the brim with color photographs
and interesting information, picks Serena Williams!  
G.O.A.T. is an acronym that stands for Greatest Of All Time
—and it takes lifelong dedication, nonstop hard work, and
undeniable, unbelievable talent even to be considered for
that honor. Serena Williams is the most decorated female
tennis player of all time. She’s been ranked #1 by the
Women’s Tennis Association countless times since 2002,
and no one holds more Grand Slam titles—not just as a
single’s player, but also, with her sister Venus, in women’s
doubles. Find out all about this powerhouse player and her
dozens of amazing victories in this entertaining book that’s
packed with stats, sidebars, and details about the athlete’s
journey. Sports-crazed kids will love it.

Sterling Children's Books
128 pages

9781454931546
Paperback | $10.95

Juvenile
Nonfiction

May 7, 2019

Crossword Puzzles for a Road Trip
Puzzlewright Junior Crosswords #7
Trip Payne

ROAD TRIP! These expertly crafted crosswords from
Puzzlewright Junior will provide hours of fun for kids on the
go.   Young wordsmiths will have fun working on these 40
age-appropriate crosswords, with kid-friendly themes and
clues. They’re perfect for introducing children to the
challenging and rewarding world of puzzle solving.  

Puzzlewright Junior
96 pages

9781454931560
Paperback | $10.95

Juvenile
Nonfiction

May 7, 2019

Dot-to-Dot Puzzles for a Road Trip
Puzzlewright Junior Dot-to-Dot #3
Conceptis Puzzles

ROAD TRIP! Connect the dots . . . and have hours of fun
with these expertly crafted puzzles!   Kids will enjoy these
72 entertaining dot-to-dot puzzles and their cool images.
Each puzzle has 100 to 120 dots, and while most are
consecutive, a few feature a multi-line style for an extra
challenge.  

Puzzlewright Junior
96 pages
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9781454931584
Paperback | $11.95

Juvenile
Nonfiction

May 7, 2019

Hangman Puzzles for a Road Trip
Puzzlewright Junior Hangman #2
Jack Ketch

ROAD TRIP! These expertly crafted scratch-off hangman
puzzles will provide hours of fun for kids on the go.   Trips—
or rainy days and downtime—are even better with this cool
collection of 93 entertaining hangman puzzles. Each one
has the 26 letters of the alphabet: choose the letter you
think is in the phrase, scratch it off, and see if it’s used.
Make sure to solve the puzzle before you run out of turns!  

Puzzlewright Junior
96 pages

9781454931607
Paperback | $10.95

Juvenile
Nonfiction

May 7, 2019

Picture Maze Puzzles for a Road Trip
Puzzlewright Junior Picture Mazes #4
Conceptis Puzzles

ROAD TRIP! These expertly crafted and innovative picture
maze puzzles will provide hours of fun for kids on the go.  
Double your fun with these 73 special picture puzzles! First,
kids can enjoy the challenge of completing a maze. When
they’re finished solving the puzzle, they can color in the
correct path and see a cool image hidden inside.

Puzzlewright Junior
96 pages

9781454931539
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Picturelink Puzzles for a Road Trip
Puzzlewright Junior Picturelink Puzzles #2
Nikoli

ROAD TRIP! These expertly crafted and innovative
picturelink puzzles will provide hours of fun for kids on the
go.   Link a shape to its match by drawing a line between
the two. Then link another and another—but there’s a
catch: none of the lines can cross. These 72 puzzles will
entertain kids in a car, a bus, or anywhere!
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Sudoku Puzzles for a Road Trip
Puzzlewright Junior Sudoku #6
Frank Longo

ROAD TRIP! These expertly crafted sudoku will provide
hours of fun for kids on the go.   These 77 puzzles will
introduce kids to the challenging and rewarding fun of
sudoku. With its fresh look, this new Puzzlewright Junior
book is sure to be popular with any child.
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Word Search Puzzles for a Road Trip
Puzzlewright Junior Word Search Puzzles #6
Eric Berlin

ROAD TRIP! These expertly crafted word searches will
provide hours of fun for kids on the go.   Children love to do
word searches—and these 58 rewarding puzzles help
develop their language and reading skills too! As a bonus,
each puzzle contains a hidden message that's revealed
after every word is found.
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